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questioned definition meaning
merriam webster Mar 27 2024
a 1 an interrogative expression often used to test knowledge
2 an interrogative sentence or clause b a subject or aspect in
dispute or open for discussion issue broadly problem matter
c 1 a subject or point of debate or a proposition to be voted
on in a meeting

question definition in the cambridge
english dictionary Feb 26 2024
to ask a person about something especially officially several
men were questioned by police yesterday about the burglary
68 percent of those questioned in the poll thought noise
levels had increased thesaurus synonyms antonyms and
examples b2 to express doubts about the value or truth of
something

question definition meaning
dictionary com Jan 25 2024
noun a sentence in an interrogative form addressed to
someone in order to get information in reply synonyms
interrogation query inquiry antonyms answer reply a problem
for discussion or under discussion a matter for investigation
a matter of some uncertainty or difficulty problem usually
followed by of
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question definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com Dec 24
2023
definitions of question noun a sentence of inquiry that asks
for a reply he asked a direct question synonyms
interrogation interrogative interrogative sentence see more
noun an instance of questioning there was a question about
my training synonyms enquiry inquiry interrogation query
see more verb pose a question

question definition and meaning
collins english dictionary Nov 23
2023
a question is something that you say or write in order to ask
a person about something they asked a great many
questions about england about the president refused to
answer further questions on the subject on right next
question synonyms inquiry enquiry query investigation more
synonyms of question 2 verb

questioned english meaning
cambridge dictionary Oct 22 2023
to ask a person about something especially officially several
men were questioned by police yesterday about the burglary
68 percent of those questioned in the poll thought noise
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levels had increased thesaurus synonyms antonyms and
examples to ask a question ask i asked him what time the
museum opened but he didn t know

question meaning cambridge
learner s dictionary Sep 21 2023
a situation or problem that needs to be considered this
documentary raises important questions about the american
legal system two important questions arise from this debate
question noun doubt b2 doubt that there is no question that
this was an accidental fire his ability as a chef has never
been in question

question noun definition pictures
pronunciation and usage Aug 20
2023
countable a matter or topic that needs to be discussed or
dealt with this is an issue that raises many important
questions

question definition meaning
britannica dictionary Jul 19 2023
britannica dictionary definition of question 1 count a
sentence phrase or word that asks for information or is used
to test someone s knowledge can i ask you a personal
question please answer my question i don t understand the
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question more examples see also leading question 2

question noun definition pictures
pronunciation and usage Jun 18
2023
definition of question noun in oxford advanced american
dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more

question verb definition pictures
pronunciation and usage May 17
2023
question whether what etc he questioned whether the
accident was solely the truck driver s fault definition of
question verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more

question wikipedia Apr 16 2023
a question is an utterance which serves as a request for
information questions are sometimes distinguished from
interrogatives which are the grammatical forms typically
used to express them rhetorical questions for instance are
interrogative in form but may not be considered bona fide
questions as they are not expected to be answered
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questioned synonyms 135 similar
and merriam webster Mar 15 2023
see all synonyms for questioned challenged disputed
doubted contested protested queried called into question
called in question antonyms of questioned believed accepted
embraced swallowed defended supported backed advocated

questioned definition of questioned
by the free dictionary Feb 14 2023
to ask a question or questions of someone b to interrogate a
suspect for example see synonyms at ask 2 to pose a
question or questions regarding something analyze or
examine researchers questioning which of the methods will
work 3 to express doubt about dispute questioned his
sincerity questioned the expense report v intr

what is a question scientific
american Jan 13 2023
august 7 2021 7 min read what is a question a 92 year old
essay provokes musings on the nature of knowledge reality
and uptalk by john horgan getty images behavior opinion
readers
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questioning definition meaning
merriam webster Dec 12 2022
noun ques tion ing ˈkwes chə niŋ ˈkwesh plural questionings
synonyms of questioning the activity or process of asking
questions illocutionary acts such as stating questioning
promising or commanding ronald wardhaugh serious
questionings of the relation between art and life j dennis
huston

question english meaning
cambridge dictionary Nov 11 2022
noun uk ˈkwes tʃən us ˈkwes tʃən question noun asking add to
word list a1 c a sentence or phrase used to find out
information ask someone a question the police asked me
questions all day answer a question why won t you answer
my question that is a good question so where is the missing
money that s a good question

questioner definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com Oct 10
2022
a questioner is someone who asks questions especially in an
official or formal capacity when a detective interviews a
suspect she acts as a questioner a questioner is also an
interviewer so if you re producing a radio piece asking
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people on the street various questions you are a questioner

question definition in american
english collins english Sep 09 2022
a question is something that you say or write in order to ask
a person about something they asked a lot of questions
about china synonyms inquiry enquiry query investigation
more synonyms of question 2 transitive verb if you question
someone you ask them a lot of questions about something

are you asking the right questions
harvard business review Aug 08
2022
april 16 2024 few leaders have been trained to ask great
questions that might explain why they tend to be good at
certain kinds of questions and less effective at other kinds
unfortunately
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